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Requirement 

Philosophy (Ethics) - Core 

Department(s)/Program(s): 

Faculty Contact Person(s): 

Department Chair/Program Director: 

Supported by Department/Program Faculty? Yes 

Course Number & Title: 

RATIONALE | Philosophy (Ethics) 

The tradition of the Dominican Order is one of teaching and scholarship, of seeking answers to the great questions of human 

speculation and of helping others to do the same, and it is in support of this tradition that Providence College requires of its students 

the study of philosophy. Philosophy is “the love of wisdom,” and as such, philosophy serves to enrich the lives of students not only by 

leading them onto the path to finding these answers—since by nature all desire to know them—but also by cultivating in them the 

habits of moral reasoning and virtuous practice, qualities indispensable for any member of society to contribute to the common good. 

Beyond this, the study of philosophy uniquely fosters students’ faculties of reasoning, making them better able to think critically, to 

understand themselves in light of the Judeo- Christian heritage, to discern virtue, and, ultimately, to pursue the goal of all education: 

Truth. 

OBJECTIVES | Philosophy (Ethics) 

Please explain how the proposed course fulfills the following objectives for the Philosophy (Ethics) Requirement. Point to where in the 

syllabus each objective is met and explain how students will be held accountable through assignments and assessments.  If 

there are multiple sections that meet the objectives in different ways, specify how, using examples from each syllabus. 

Explore the meaning and purpose of the ethical life. 

Date:

*Note: Course must be approved to run by Faculty Senate before being evaluated by the CCC*
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OBJECTIVES | Philosophy (Ethics) | Cont’d 

 

Examine the complexity of the decision‐making process and provide guidance for making good moral decisions. 

 

 

Provide opportunities for students to nurture a habit of reflective moral judgments through the study of moral problems. 

 

 

Include a consideration of the philosophical traditions of Aristotle and/or St. Thomas Aquinas. 

 

 

COURSE SYLLABUS | Philosophy (Ethics) 

*Email pcsas@providence.edu with this completed form and your syllabus/syllabi attached. 

 

Please Note: It is expected that in accordance with the approved syllabus guidelines, the final syllabus will include the 

following: 

 

- An indication of which Core requirement(s) the course satisfies 

- A listing of the Core objectives for the requirements 

 

mailto:pcsas@providence.edu
http://www.providence.edu/academic-affairs/Faculty-Resources/Documents/syllabus-guidelines.pdf
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